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Abstract – This document surveys recent and current developments in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite network‑
ing. It presents a brief overview of satellite networking in order to contextualize the issue. It then focuses on
current research work in emerging domains, such as machine learning, Software‑De ined Networking (SDN), low
latency networking, green networking, Information‑Centric Networks (ICN), etc. For each of these, it presents re‑
cent works and a direction of the research community within that emerging domain. The paper also describes the
current state of standardization efforts in 3GPP and in IETF for LEO satellite networking. In particular, we present
in some detail the direction these standards bodies are pointing towards for LEO networking with inter‑satellites
links. Finally, some future challenges and interesting research directions are described and encouraged. This is
an overview of the current state of the LEO satellite research in both academic and industrial standardization
environments which we believe will be helpful to understand the current state of the art.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There are (as of 1 January 2023) 6700 satellites or‑ 
biting the Earth [1]. 6000 of the satellites are in a 
Low Earth Orbit (LEO, [2]); roughly 600 are geosta‑ 
tionary [3], and the rest is in between [4]. The vast 
majority of these satellites belong to some commer‑ 
cial deployments (3000 commercial satellites for the 
United States alone). Interconnecting these satel‑ 
lites has become an important avenue for both re‑ 
search and development. About 50 000 active satel‑ 
lites are currently planned to orbit overhead before 
2030.

China has requested orbit and spectrum resource 
from ITU for 12 000 satellites [5, 6]. The 3rd Gen‑ 
eration Partnership Project (3GPP) plans to inte‑ 
grate LEO satellites with 5G in its proposed Non‑ 
Terrestrial‑Network (NTN) integration [7] for the fu‑ 
ture Internet.

Satellite networking as an area of research investi‑ 
gation started to pick up in the 1990s. However, in 
recent years, some new developments have thrown 
more fuel on the ire of satellite networking research. 
In particular, some high pro ile efforts to get con‑ 
nected through the Internet via LEO satellites have 
demonstrated the business proposition of creating 
networks in space, and networks in the sky.

We attempt here to survey the recent turns taken by
satellite networking over the last few years. One key
aspect is that communications have evolved from the
so‑called ”bent‑pipe model”, where what the satel‑
lite receives from the ground is re lected back to the
ground, to a model with inter‑satellite communica‑
tionswhere a data stream is sent up from the ground
to a satellite, and then through a series of relaying
satellites, before being sent back to the ground des‑
tination. Inter‑satellite links use free‑space optics to
connect fast‑moving object 2000 miles apart.

Another key aspect is that major networking and
routing innovations would naturally expand from
the Internet on the ground to a network in space. For
instance, the deployment of SDN has been applied in
space as well, as we will discuss below.

Further, the continuous growth of the number of
satellites in LEO, as well as the high cost of deploying
satellites, would indicate that some level of interop‑
erability is ineluctable; and therefore, standardiza‑
tion organizations are discussing protocols so that
satellites from different vendors could talk to each
other. StarLink itself added 457 to its constellation
in the irst six months of 2023.

Our paper is intended as an introductory survey
of major recent developments in satellite network‑
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ing. As such, it is organized as follows: in Sec‑
tion 2, we start by contrasting this work with prior
research surveys on a similar theme. In Section 3,
we frame the problem by discussing low‑earth or‑
bit satellites, the constellations, the main commer‑
cial deployments. In Section 4 we review the main
recent research results for routing in LEO satellite
networks. This section is composed of different sub‑
sections, looking at, among other topics: the mile‑
stones in the ield, IP‑based solutions, the emergence
of SDN in satellite networking, the integration ofma‑
chine learning techniques, the focus on low‑latency
networking, the simulation platforms and models to
describe such networks. Section 5 considers the ef‑
fort to standardize protocols for satellite networks,
in 3GPP and IETF. Section 6 looks forward to the
challenges and research issues to consider in the fu‑
ture; and inally Section 7 concludes the paper. Fig. 1
presents the organization of the paper.

Fig. 1 – Organization of this survey

2. RELATEDWORK

As this work surveys the current literature, we only
consider previous overviews and surveys as part of
the related work. A lot of current research on LEO
satellites will be presented in the subsequent sec‑
tions in an organized manner in Section 4.

Routing in satellites generally maps to two cate‑
gories: snapshot routing, and dynamic routing. With
the former, the topology of the satellite constella‑
tion is supposed to be static for the duration of a
snapshot and the routing is then performed on this
static topology. Due to the different latency for a
packet transmission (of the order of milliseconds)
and the motion of the satellite (that can be in view
of a ground station for several minutes), this as‑
sumption is reasonable. As the topology evolves, a
new routing table is populated for the next snap‑
shot. Routing tables can typically be pre‑computed

and then uploaded (or stored) to minimize the pro‑
cessing workload in the satellite.

The alternative is dynamic routing, where the satel‑
lite forwards packets based upon the current net‑
work con iguration. Thismeans the routing protocol
must dynamically adapt to changes in the topology,
as the length of time a snapshot is stable is rather
short (a problem similar to characterizing the stabil‑
ity of a path in ad hoc networks [8]). [9] offers a very
recent and very thorough survey of dynamic routing.
Our work encompasses a wider approach, focusing
on the new trends in satellite networking, and not
exclusively on dynamic routing.

[10] surveys satellite networking and routing from
the beginning of the ield and presents a good
overview of the literature starting from the 1990s.
It also covers multilayer satellite routing, combining
low earth orbit with satellite higher up. Our paper is
focused on more recent work.

[11] looks at location management for satellite net‑
works and offers a comprehensive survey of this
topic, including locationmanagement in generic net‑
works. They focus on three approaches: the exten‑
sion of current IETF protocols, the adoption of loca‑
tion/identi ier split methods, and the use of SDN for
LEO location management.

IP routing issues in LEO satellite networks were
identi ied early in [12] or [13]. The issues listed
in [12], for instance, include: variable IPpacket sizes,
that may require fragmentation and make the chan‑
nel allocation more complicated; the complexity of
IP route tablemanagement in a highly dynamic envi‑
ronment; the overhead of IP routing vs switching in
power, computation and time to ind a longest pre‑
ix match. This has suggested the use of other tech‑
niques to alleviate or ix these issues. [14], for in‑
stance, offers a nice survey of routing in satellite as
of 2005, and evaluate the suitability of IP protocols
for satellite routing, and in particular, that of TCP.
They propose a Recursive, Explicit, and FairWindow
Adjustment (REFWA) to tune TCP for use in satellite
networks.

As more and more LEO constellations are being de‑
ployed, LEO satellite networking in space has re‑
ceived more attention for research into integrating
space and ground networks [15].

[16] surveys routing strategies in LEO constella‑
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tions, considering the the particular features of
satellite networks, such as dynamic topology, non‑
homogeneous traf ic distribution, limited power and
processing capabilities, andhighpropagationdelays.
The considered protocols are classi ied according to
their routing objectives, and pros and cons are dis‑
cussed.

[17] considers the 5G challenges for satellite net‑
works from the point of view of the MAC layer, with
some discussion of the physical layer. It is therefore
complementary to this paper, which focuses on the
networking layer and above.

[18] surveys 3GPP and 5G standardization efforts. It
is a recentwork that overlaps in partwith Section 5.1
but does not discuss other emerging trends in satel‑
lite networking.

In a short survey [19] consider opportunities to inte‑
grating the terrestrial mobile and satellite networks
within 5G. They also propose a mobility manage‑
ment scheme to reduce signaling overhead and to re‑
duce service disruption when performing handoffs
in between satellites.

Similarly, [20] also brie ly surveys satellite mobility
management, but from thepoint of viewof 5Gand6G
networks. This survey also evaluates 3GPP propos‑
als, some of them are described below in Section 5.1.

3. SATELLITE NETWORKING: OVERVIEW

Fig. 2 – Half satellites (green dots) move on the different direc‑
tion as the other half satellites (blue dots) (20 orbit planes, 20
satellites per orbit plane)

Asmentioned before, there are currently 6700 satel‑
lites in Low Earth Orbit, that is, in the altitude range

below 2000 km. Orbits at less than 300 km of al‑
titude suffer too much drag, so LEO satellites are
placed in orbitmostly between500kmand2000km.

Geostationary (GEO) satellites are at 36 000 km; this
is far enough that one satellite can cover a lot more
ground. Indeed, four GEO satellites can cover the
whole Earth. Also, as their name indicates, their pe‑
riod around the Earth coincides with the 24 hours
rotation, and they are viewed as stationary, hover‑
ing at the vertical of the same spot on Earth, when
observed from a point on the ground.

[21] offers a good primer on the different types of
constellations at different altitudes.

Few geostationary satellites with very little move‑
ment sounds great. However, the distance from
Earth is prohibitive: it takes 120 ms for the signal to
go from the ground to a GEO satellite, and as much
to come back. That is 1/4s just in signal propaga‑
tion. This is too much for many real‑time applica‑
tions. This iswhatmakes LEO satellites attractive for
the Internet and communications.

It takes only 3 ms (at speed of light) to go from
the ground to a 1000km orbit. The shortest path
between two points in LEO orbit (at 1000 km or‑
bit) is only 15% longer than the shortest path be‑
tween their radial projections on the Earth’s surface
(either when considering the Euclidian distance, or
the great‑circle/geodesic distance on their respec‑
tive sphere).

This last point is extremely attractive, considering
that the speed of light in iber is 2/3rd of the speed
of light in space; that is, you may add 15% in dis‑
tance going over satellite links, but your signal will
travel 1.47 times faster than in an optical iber on
the ground, resulting in a net gain1. [22] provides
a detailed assessment of the delay gain. Faster net‑
works are critical to the deployment of new applica‑
tions (see for instance [23] for challenges in AR/VR
applications).

At LEO altitude, gravity is roughly similar to that on
Earth (as the Earth radius is 6,371km) and satellites
1As a simple rule of thumb, the gain in shorter latency starts
fromdistance on the ground roughly equal to twice the altitude
of the satellites. So roughly 1,000km on the ground for LEO at
500km. In practice, the gain may start earlier, as the ibers do
not follow the shortest path between the points, but may fol‑
low different routes to avoid geographic obstacles, to go under
oceans, or avoid unpopulated areas.
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need speed to stay within that orbit. Then the cen‑
trifugal force counteracts the gravity. This means
that LEO satellites rotate around the Earth in a pe‑
riod less than 128 minutes. Starlink satellites have a
speed relative to the ground of 28 080 km/h.

Going around the Earth in two hours means that a
satellite will not be able to connect to a ground sta‑
tion for an extended period of time.

Satellites are typically lying at circular orbits, as this
allows for constant altitude and therefore constant
signal strength to communicate. Fig. 2 displays a typ‑
ical con iguration with 20 orbit planes and 20 satel‑
lites per orbit plane.

An orbital shell is a set of arti icial satellites in cir‑
cular orbits at the same ixed altitude. In the design
of satellite constellations, it usually refers to a col‑
lection of circular orbits with the same altitude and,
oftentimes, orbital inclination, distributed evenly in
celestial longitude (and mean anomaly).

Fig. 3 – Polar Star, Walker Delta (Rosette)

Walker [24] described the Walker constellations
(see Fig. 3. Ballard [25] suggested to use a Rosette
constellation that offers invariants for transmissions
(also on Fig.3).

These constellations are parameterized by their alti‑
tude (or orbit shell), their inclination and theirmean
anomaly (see [26] for de initions and Fig. 4 for a
pictorial description). Raan stands for right ascen‑
sion of ascending node, namely a parameter that de‑
scribes the orbital plane trajectory where it inter‑
sects the equatorial plane.

[27] extends the previous results to construct an F‑
Rosette constellation that allows inter‑satellite links
and connectivity [28]. In a similar manner, [29]
takes advantage of the periodic ixed ground trajec‑

Fig. 4 – Satellite orbit parameters

tory of the satellites (denoted ” ixed satellite sub‑
point trajectory) to specify how to connect satellites
with ISLs, de ine their addresses, and provide rout‑
ing of traf ic among satellites and terrestrial users.

It should be noted that different types of satellite
constellations can be combined, by having LEO satel‑
lites communicate with MEO or GEO nodes. We fo‑
cushereonly onLEOconstellations, but keep inmind
that other layers can be sometimes complementary.
For instance, a GEO satellite may ill in the coverage
blind spots of a LEO constellation, say at the poles.
For another example, [30] suggests to useMEO satel‑
lites as some sort of controllers for LEO satellites in
a hierarchical structure.

Starlink [31] is one of the most successful satellite
companies right now. Its parent company, SpaceX,
is valued at $150 billion, and its rocket business and
innovative satellite engineering enables a relatively
cheap deployment for a lot of satellites. As of August
2023, it consists of over 5000 mass‑produced small
satellites in low earth orbit and is the largest constel‑
lation in orbit.

[32] studies the potential performance of a network
using the numbers from the Starlink constellation
(as of 2018), in terms of the number of orbits, num‑
ber of satellites per orbit, and the altitude of the
satellites. It evaluates the gain in latency in partic‑
ular between cities such as NYC and London, where
a faster‑than‑ iber connection would provide a busi‑
ness incentive (to the inancial industry at least). It
then offers a research agenda for the study of such
constellations.

[33] presents a performance study of the actual Star‑
link network as deployed in 2022. They measured
the network performance from different locations in
different settings (all within British Columbia). They
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show that current latency is similar (but not faster)
than ground latency; they observe a high rate of out‑
age and a greater sensitivity to weather conditions.

OneWeb [34] and TeleSat [35] are providers of
broadband Internet services via satellite networks.
OneWebplanned to deploy an initial 648‑satellite In‑
ternet constellation in low earth orbit. At the time
of writing, two third of the satellites have been de‑
ployed at an altitude of 1200 km. TeleSat has cur‑
rently deployed 188 satellites [36] at an altitude of
1000 km. TeleSat has planned to expand to 1600
satellites andwent through an IPO at the end of 2021
to raise the funding.

4. ROUTING IN SATELLITE NETWORKING:
RESEARCH PERSPECTIVE

Equipped with the basics of LEO satellite network‑
ing, we now turn our attention to the current re‑
search on this topic. This section is broken up in
eleven subsections, focusing respectively on: early
progress in LEO satellite networking, IP‑based so‑
lutions, load balancing, SDN‑based solutions, inte‑
gration of machine learning, disruption tolerant net‑
working, geographic routing, low‑latency network‑
ing, multilayer satellite networking, other research
topics, and simulation platforms andmodeling. Each
of these topics is motivated within its own section.

4.1 Early progress in LEO satellite networking
Many of the proposals for satellite networking came
in the late 90s, early 2000s, when Iridium, Global‑
star, Teledesic hoped to provide communications,
and when Direct Broadcast Satellite (DBS) became
commercially successful for TV broadcast (with Di‑
recTV andEchoStar). We attempt to capture here the
important milestones in this ield.

In 1995, [37] (later expanded in [38]) observed that
the topology of the satellite constellation followed
a limited number of possible states. Therefore, a
Finite State Automaton (FSA) could be constructed
ahead of time. For each state, a con iguration could
be pre‑calculated and loaded into the satellite that
included the solution to a a combined topological
design and routing problem. Therefore, the satel‑
lites themselves did not have to perform computa‑
tion, but only to load the topological con iguration
and routing that corresponds to a speci ic state.

[13] de ines similar states, denoted as snapshots,
which correspond to the topology of the satellite
network at a particular instant of time. Each satel‑
lite stores the routing information corresponding
to a few snapshots, that are uploaded periodically
from the ground stations. The routing table use tag
switching (or label switching). This was inspired by
ATM proposals at the time.

ATM itself was modi ied for satellite networks [39].
This paper used the ATM Virtual Path Connections
(VPCs ‑ logical connections with the same endpoint)
to compute paths for a complete period in advance,
similar to implementing a set of (time‑dependent)
routing tables.

[40] provided a comprehensive overview for using
low earth orbit satellite for personal communica‑
tions already in 1997.

In 2000, [41] proposed datagram routing in LEO
satellite networks (later expanded into [42]). This is
a distributed routingprotocol that takes into account
propagation delay (with the objective of minimiz‑
ing such delay), congestion and the topology struc‑
ture. Because it is a per‑packet (datagram) forward‑
ing decision, there is no issue of handover when a
link breaks, and no connection to maintain.

This proposal was further expanded to support mul‑
ticast routing in [43]. It seems natural that the
features of terrestrial networks were progressively
adapted to satellite networks.

[44] considered multilayer satellite networks, using
LEO, MEO and GEO satellites, as we will describe in
Section 4.9.

[45] suggested using IP and AODV into satellite
networks, and proposed a Location‑Assisted On‑
Demand Routing (LAOR) protocol. Invoking the
shortest path discovery procedure independently
for each individual communication request adds a
signi icant overhead, but allows us to take into ac‑
count real‑time conditions. For a highly dynamic
topology, a protocol that allows for some path lex‑
ibility around the short path (such as OPRAH [46])
may provide bene its over AODV.

[47] looked back in 2005 at the history of satellite
systems, to argue that while niche services (such as
coverage at sea) will continue, satellite systems will
have to be integrated with terrestrial networks to be
successful. Integration is still an objective today, but
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there is more con idence today in the deployment of
satellite constellation that are competitive, at least
in some dimension such as latency, with ground net‑
works.

4.2 Focus on IP‑based solutions
The Internet is built on a suite of protocols that
were designed for ground networks. TCP/IP [48],
IPv6 [49] for addressing, BGP [50] to share routing
information, and OSPF [51] to compute the routes
are commonly use. See [52] for an overview of Inter‑
net protocols. Unfortunately, these are inadequate
in the high mobility, highly dynamic environment of
satellite constellations.

For the transport layer, [14], as discussed in Sec‑
tion 2 focuses on TCP performance and offers some
ixes. [53] optimizes the routing to stay compatible
with TCP; namely, they develop a routing algorithm
that maximizes the RTT delays compared to the TCP
timer granularity. Some innovative transport frame‑
work [54, 55, 56] may be useful in a constrained
satellite network.

[29] has analyzed that the network usability will be
dramatically reduced to less than 20% if IP protocols
are used as‑is. [29] made proposals to ix this issue,
but they only work for F‑Rosette satellites [25] now
and need further work to apply to general LEO satel‑
lites.

OSPF is expanded into ASER [57], that is an area‑
based satellite routing protocol. ASER is hierarchi‑
cal, grouping satellites within an area; within an
area, the topology is static (unless unpredictable
topology changes happen). ASER is built on top of
OSPF to connect these areas dynamically.

[58] also modi ies OSPF into an Orbit Prediction
Short Path First (OPSPF), taking into account the pe‑
riodic predictability of the topology. This ixes the
issue of endless route convergence with OSPF that
consumes expensive inter‑satellite link bandwidth.

[59] re ines Dijkstra’s algorithm so as to optimize
for satellite networks, by selecting the route with
equal cost but fewest route updates (denoted Sta‑
bleRoute). [60] also attempts to optimize Dijkstra’s
shortest path algorithm, but for massive ground
and satellite networks without Inter‑Satellite Links
(ISLs; all other work considered in this paper as‑
sume ISLs).

Other link state routing algorithms include [61]. The
routing algorithm irst sets up a topology establish‑
ment phase, then a routing calculation phase and i‑
nally a link failure responsephase. Routingdecisions
for each hop are based on the link state information
with neighboring satellites, as well as the network
topology.

BGP needs to be modi ied as well. Back in 2010,
[62] conducted an experimental study of the link in‑
termittency on the space/ground link and evaluated
its impact on BGP peering sessions between ground
and satellite routers. The performance degradation
is dramatic and [62] thus demonstrates the need for
a routing architecture that adapts to the particular
characteristics of satellite links.

[63] asks itself: what would be the performance of
existing protocols, such as BGP, in space. It attempts
to quantify the impact of such protocols on the per‑
formance of the integrated network. It then pro‑
poses a clean slate solution to solve the performance
gap.

The Border Gateway Protocol – Satellite version
(BGP‑S) [64] is another (earlier) attempt to solve this
performance gap by proposing a protocol that allows
automated route discovery of the satellite network
routes. To simplify the protocol, some simple rules
are required (namely that there is onlyonepeer gate‑
way in an AS, and that BGP‑S adopts the routing poli‑
cies constructed by BGP4).

To overcome the limitations of IP in LEO constella‑
tions, New IP has been proposed. New IP [65, 66,
67] was introduced to support the evolution of IP as
new requirements are introduced by new applica‑
tions that were unforeseen when IP was designed.
For instance, New IP supports lexible addressing,
better handle of some QoS parameters so as to sup‑
port deterministic networking, the support of con‑
tracts being carried in the packet, etc.

One key aspect of New IP to be used in satellite net‑
works [68] is its ability to use lexible addressing to
address satellites based upon their position within
an orbit, their orbit and their orbit shell, so as to pro‑
vide ef icient routing. An Internet packet can then
be routing over the satellite network using New IP
transparently.

What next? We believe there are some tensions
in using IP in satellite networks. The protocols de‑
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signed for the legacy Internet obviously do not an‑
ticipate the characteristics of a LEO constellation.
Further, current networks are proprietary and do
not interoperate. The key business advantage of,
say, StarLink, is that it is able to launch more satel‑
lites cheaper than its competitor, and interoperabil‑
ity would take away their irst‑mover advantage. On
the other hand, interoperability may be imposed by
the regulator, and the integration of the satellite seg‑
ment into an IP network may become mandatory.

4.3 Load balancing
Satellite networks suffer from a very uneven distri‑
bution of the traf ic. Indeed, to provide global cover‑
age, the satellites are distributed all over the Earth,
which has a very uneven density of population.

A satellite hovering over the Paci ic oceanwill see lit‑
tle traf ic; it may see cross‑Paci ic traf ic, especially if
it offers a faster‑than‑ iber connection between, say,
Shanghai and Los Angeles. But very little traf ic will
originate there. Further, the satellite will follow a
trajectory that may take them to areas where they
are less critical (say, above the poles, where the dis‑
tance between satellites shrink when in polar orbit).
On the other hand, some links between densely con‑
nected areas may see a lot of traf ic.

This, plus the dynamic topology, as well as the large
number of nodes, creates the need for care in load
balancing the traf ic. This has been a very active area
of investigation.

[69] introduced the idea of an explicit exchange of
congestion information between neighboring satel‑
lites. Nodes inform neighbors when they are about
to reach a congestion threshold, and ask them to
throttle the traf ic towards them. Theneighbors then
try to route around the congestednode. This is called
Explicit Load Balancing (ELB).

[70] irst computes the paths using a modi ied ver‑
sion of Djikstra’s algorithm. This modi ied algo‑
rithm, Selective Iterative Dijkstra Algorithm (SIDA)
modi ies the traversal of the nodes when computing
the shortest path calculation, so as to avoid thatmul‑
tiple shortest paths use the same link (and thereby
increase the utilization of that shared link). SIDA
tried to avoid repeated use of the same links but
keeps the shortest paths of the same length. This
is complemented by a Selective Shunt Load Balanc‑

ing (SSLB) strategy. SIDA spreads the traf ic over the
path, and SSLB reacts to congestion dynamically.

[71] proposes a hybrid global‑local load balancing
routing. This takes into account the periodically de‑
terministic natureof thenetwork topology aswell, as
well as the predictive nature of the considered traf ic
(here, IoT but this can be generalized to other forms
of traf ic). This allows us to decompose the traf ic
into a predictable long‑termbaseline, and some vari‑
able short‑term luctuations. The former ismanaged
ahead of time using some global optimization, while
the latter is handled dynamically and locally.

In [72], another hybrid load balancing approach is
proposed: they use a prediction of the regional and
real‑time network states, as input to a multipath
route calculation. The goal is to avoid cascading con‑
gestion by balancing traf ic onto a path that becomes
congested, that again shifts the traf ic away. It sug‑
gests shifting traf ic following a Long‑Distance Traf‑
ic Detour (LTD) method, so as to avoid overload‑
ing neighboring links. This LTD coordinates with
a distributed traf ic detour method to perform self‑
adaptive load balancing. Bothmethods combine into
a Hybrid‑Traf ic‑Detour‑based Load Balancing Rout‑
ing (HLBR) scheme.

Another load balancing method [73] takes into ac‑
count the congestion level of the current node, as
well as the nodes on the path to the destination
ground station. The route selection takes into ac‑
count both congestion level, as well as end‑to‑end
delay estimate. This method combines of line com‑
putation and online adjustments. (In addition to
load balancing, the paper also takes into account,
and simpli ies, the computation of the route table
lookups).

Back‑pressure routing is applied to satellite net‑
works in [74], which proposes a distributed
Distance‑based Back‑Pressure Routing (DBPR). The
distance metric used is a combination of shortest
path and congestion. The routing is restricted to a
rectangle de ined by the source and the destination
of the traf ic, so as to limit hop count and reduce
delay.

[75] de ines a Load Balancing Routing Algorithm
based on Congestion Prediction (LBRA‑CP). It uses
an ant colony algorithmasheuristics to solve amulti‑
objective optimization problem, where the objec‑
tives include minimizing path costs, but also mini‑
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mizing congestion (based upon a prediction of the
traf ic) so as to achieve load balancing.

[76] uses segment routing [77, 78, 79] to perform
load balancing. It irst dynamically divides the satel‑
lites between a lightly loaded zone, where there is lit‑
tle traf ic, and a heavily loaded zone, where there is
more traf ic. For instance, densely populated areas
would map to heavily loaded zones. As there is lit‑
tle need for load balancing in the lightly loaded zone,
a pre‑balancing shortest path algorithm can be ap‑
plied. In the heavy zone, a congestion index is used
to ind a minimum weight path so as to spread the
traf ic. Both zones use Segment Routing (SR) to im‑
plement the path selection.

[80] offers a Low‑Complexity Routing Algorithm
(LCRA) based on load balancing. It is a one‑step dis‑
tributed computation based on the location of the
current node and that of the destination. Further,
each node shares with its neighbors its congestion
level, so that packets may be directed according to
the congestion level of the links.

[81] performs the traf ic allocation based upon the
network topology (which density varies with the lat‑
itude), as well as the traf ic characteristics. Indeed,
it classi ies the traf ic into three categories: latency
sensitive, throughput sensitive, and ordinary (best
effort) traf ic. Each traf ic is routed accordingly so as
to minimize congestion while satisfying the implied
QoS requirements.

What next? Without data from satellite network op‑
erators, it is dif icult to establish the practical need
for load balancing mechanisms. It is obvious that
traf ic is not distributed uniformly, and that some
parts of the network will have a higher utilization
than others. It is also obvious that to provide better
coverage, most networks will offer satellite‑network
path diversity between the ground stations: each
ground station sees several satellites at all times,
and each satellite may offer a distinct path if they
are in different orbit planes. But we would need to
know the utilization of these links to assess whether
shortest‑path routing leads to congestion issues. In
any case, the idea (expressed in [81]) to offer differ‑
ent paths based upon traf ic requirements seems a
practical answer to this problem.

4.4 SDN‑based solutions
SDN [82] has been proposed in 2007 and been suc‑
cessfully deployed in many data centers. Satellite
networks are another type of network where a log‑
ically centralized control can be deployed. As in
the Data Center (DC), the satellite network has well‑
de ined boundaries where such centralized control
can be enforced.

Further, satellite networks beg for the control to be
of loaded into an independent control plane with
more (cheaper) processing power (that is, on the
ground) that can pre‑compute routing and topology,
and set simple forwarding rules in the satellites.

[83] is one of the earlier mentions of software‑
de ined satellite for space information systems, but
this brief note refers to software‑de ined radios.

[84] presents the challenges of using SDN for satel‑
lite networks, and designs an architecture. They
leverage GEO satellites to collect information about
the LEO layer and forward to the control (in the
Network Operation Control Center (NOCC) on the
ground. At the same time, [85] made a similar pro‑
posalwithOpenSAN, an SDN‑based satellite network
architecture which also involves GEO satellites to fa‑
cilitate the control management. SERVICE [86] fol‑
lows a similar framework, with the addition of some
NFVs and of the presentation of heuristics to achieve
low latency or high bandwidth routing.

As in the SDN‑based architecture above, [87] de ines
a framework with the main difference of integrating
multiple layers into aMultiLayer Satellite Terrestrial
Integrated Network (MSTIN).

[88] also discusses SDN and NVF in the context of
satellite virtual network operators to support the
multi‑tenancy of satellite networks, with the goal
of offering satellite networks as a service, satellite‑
terrestrial hybrid services or cellular backhaul ser‑
vices.

[89] takes a different step and does not assume the
controller is on the ground, or in a GEO layers. In‑
stead, it assumes someof the satellites are controller,
and indeed, that the controllers can be instantiated
within the satellite network based upon the demand.
They formulate an optimization problem to provide
the location of these controllers within the satellite
network.
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[90] sets forth a proposal for a ”master” controller
and several ”slave” controllers distributed around
the Earth (the terminology is from the paper; we
would prefer more neutral terms). They propose
a Software‑De ined Routing Algorithm (SDRA) that
leverages the congestion in the satellite (as observed
in the distributed controllers) in real time, to bypass
the congested inter‑satellite links when computing
new paths.

[91] formulates an SDN‑based integration of ground
and satellite networks, and de ines an optimization
problem to perform resource allocation and routing.
This problem is NP‑hard, and a network and load‑
aware transmission protocol (denoted DEEPER) is
proposed.

Integrated Satellite‑Terrestrial Networks (ISTNs)
are the focus of [92]. This paper proposes a uni‑
ied control architecture via SDN for both the terres‑
trial and the satellite networks to bemanaged jointly.
An ISTN controller oversees a satellite network and
a terrestrial controller. As an illustration, the pa‑
per shows howusing some learningmechanism (ant
colony optimization) can be leveraged to optimize
the end‑to‑end path using fragment routing.

[93] uses SDN to de ine a 3‑layer satellite commu‑
nication network model and implement an Adaptive
Routing Algorithm (ARA).

Using GEO satellites to assist the control plane,
as mentioned above, may create bottlenecks [94].
Therefore [94] reuses the ground stations instead of
dedicated GEO satellites to establish a more scalable
control plane. This introduces other issues, mostly
that the ground stations have a limited view of the
satellites, and this is addressed in the paper.

[95] looks at research to integrate satellite networks
with 5G, in particular leveraging SDN. It presents an
architectural framework, as well as open research
challenges.

[96] leverages the SDN framework to control the
routing paths. Their proposal makes use of Bresen‑
ham’s algorithm [97]. This algorithm is used to ind
the nodes on a graph that approximate a line (it is
used to draw lines with pixels on a screen), and they
use it to identify the satellites that best approximate
the path between the source ground station and the
destination ground station.

[98] surveys the latest developments in software‑

de ined satellite networks.

What next? As mentioned earlier, routing in satel‑
lite networks can use a snapshot approach or a dy‑
namic approach. An SDN controller can be viewed as
a hybrid mechanism: while the forwarding rules are
not dynamic per se, they can be updated dynamically
by the SDN controller.

It seems to us that, from a practical point of view, the
controller should be located on the ground andmake
decisions for routing segments over the satellite path
viewed as a single logical link, based upon current
topology, congestion information and prior history.

4.5 Integration of machine learning
Machine learning has been used to manage existing
networks (see [99] for a comprehensive survey), and
it is quite natural to apply these techniques to satel‑
lite networks as well. In particular, the high pre‑
dictability of the topology, the high number of nodes,
and the high variability of the network graph seem to
point as appropriate conditions to apply ML meth‑
ods. For instance, we believe that training a model
under conditions that end up being periodic would
lead to good results, as long as the training set com‑
prises at least a multiple of such periods (the appro‑
priate period varies on the satellite network topol‑
ogy as the nodes circulate around the Earth, as well
as the periodicity of the traf ic; one is of the order of
hours and the other of days or weeks).

ML computations may be of loaded to some (logi‑
cally and potentially ground‑based) centralized con‑
troller and then we refer the reader back to the pre‑
vious Section 4.4.

[100] de ines a Two‑Hops State‑Aware Routing
Strategy Based on Deep Reinforcement Learning
(DRL‑THSA). It considers two‑hop neighborhood in‑
formation for a satellite, where the link state (codi‑
ied into three levels) for the links within that neigh‑
borhood are considered. This two‑hop link state
is then given as input to a Double‑Deep Q Network
(DDQN) to igure out the optimal next hop. The pa‑
per evaluates the model setting, the training process
and the running process.

[101] uses a form of feed‑forward neural network
that allows a fast training sequence (denoted Ex‑
treme Learning Machine (ELM)). ELM is faster than
other Arti icial Neural Networks (ANNs) and is used
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to compute a distributed routing (ELM‑DR) strategy.
It takes as input the traf ic density to estimate a traf‑
ic prediction; the routing is then derived from the
traf ic at each satellite node.

[102] is another application of ELM to satellite
networks. It applies a Multitask Beetle Antennae
Search (MBAS) algorithm (for information on BAS,
see here [103]), using traf ic prediction in combina‑
tion with mobile agents to make routing decision.

Q‑learning is amodel‑free reinforcement learning al‑
gorithm to discover the value of an action in a par‑
ticular state, and it has been used in networking
for many years [104]. It was of course applied to
satellite networks as well [105] with QRLSN, a Q‑
learning‑based dynamic distributed Routing scheme
for LEO satellite networks. QRLSN formulates a
multi‑objective optimization problems, and used the
reward‑based learning method to ind a solution.

[106] also uses reinforcement learning to design a
Fully Distributed dynamic Routing algorithm based
on Multi‑Agent deep Reinforcement Learning (FDR‑
MARL).

What next? This area seems emerging, with appli‑
cations of a whole range of ML techniques, with no
clear‑cut solution that is obviously better than oth‑
ers. The satellite systems have some properties that
seemwell suited for learning. Networkmanagement
is a prime application area for ML and satellite net‑
works are no exception.

However, typical network management exports the
data models in a manner that is yet to be supported
in satellite networks. If interoperability of satellite
networks is bound to happen, then the data models
will need to be updated to support these networks,
and then be used as input to ML processing.

4.6 Disruption tolerant networking and relia‑
bility

Most satellite network routing algorithms, such as
snapshot‑based (recall FSA [38] from Section 4.1) or
dynamic (say, LAOR [45]), are not particularly reac‑
tive to link failures. However, satellite network links
are not stable andmay be disrupted. As for one com‑
mon example, consider the solar panels of the satel‑
lite hiding the antennas for some period of the orbit.

[107] proposed DODR, a destruction‑resistant on‑

demand routing protocol. This is an ad hoc protocols
that leverages route replies (RREPs in AODV) in the
path discovery process, aswell as a local repair strat‑
egy, to identify and ix broken paths quickly without
incurring heavy overhead.

[108] proposes a Disruption Tolerant Distributed
Routing algorithm (DTDR). It reacts to failures by
only broadcasting the failed link information (as op‑
posed to link status updates) to reduce the overhead.
DTDR takes advantage of the relatively static (or pe‑
riodic) mesh topology of the satellite constellation.
It then combines a static routing complementedwith
dynamic algorithms to ef iciently compute the rout‑
ing tables.

[109] designs a distributed survivable routing al‑
gorithm for mega‑constellations with inclined or‑
bits. Inclined orbits have different topology proper‑
ties from polar orbits, but their predictability allows
us to determine multiple primary and secondary
paths towards each destination. To handle failure,
[109] adds a recoverymechanismwith limited scope
looding and pre‑computed detour mechanisms.

[110], mentioned in Section 4.9, proposes mecha‑
nisms to handle link and satellite failures in a multi‑
layer context.

What next? Failure recovery is an important com‑
ponent of networking. We believe that proper rout‑
ing designwith fast convergencemay be the best op‑
tion going forward.

4.7 Geographic routing
In 2000, [111] considered geographic routing,
namely a routing mechanism that selects the
next hop based upon minimizing the remaining
Euclidean distance towards the destination. In
regular conditions, geographic routing is close
to the optimal path (the paper bounds the delay
difference by 10 ms); however, it breaks down at
the counter‑rotating seams, the polar regions, and
close to the destination of a packet.

[96] attempts to draw a straight line path through
the satellite constellation towards the destination.
We discuss this paper more in Section 4.4.

What next? Geographic routing has been consid‑
ered inmany dynamic topologies (for a couple exam‑
ples, see [112, 113] in the case of ad hoc networks).
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The bene it of geographic routing is that the rout‑
ing is extremely simple, once the relative position of
the current node, its neighbors and the destination is
known; picking the neighbor’s closest to the destina‑
tion is a simple computation. However, in a satellite
network, the destination (on the ground) is not static
with respect to themoving constellation (in the sky).
The topology also varies between the ascending and
descending satellites. This is practical as long as the
neighbors have a relative motion that allows us to
calculate their position quickly.

4.8 Low latency networking
Herewe consider the end‑to‑lend latency of a packet
in the network, between leaving the source and ar‑
riving at the destination (or alternatively, the Round‑
Trip Time (RTT)). [22] makes the case that satel‑
lite networks will provide lower latency than cur‑
rent networks, when connecting points that are far
apart (such as, say, a Frankfort‑DC link). They even
consider an ad hoc network of planes (using existing
light paths data) to show the latency gain of relay‑
ing communications off lying objects at varying alti‑
tudes.

[114] takes a similar tack by estimating the latency
gain of a satellite path versus the meandering iber
path from the client to the server. It then proposes
SpaceRTC, a mechanism to build an overlay with
multiple close‑to‑optimal paths over the LEO con‑
stellation.

[115] achieves low latency by heuristically solv‑
ing a Low‑latency Satellite‑Ground Interconnecting
(LSGI) problem. They integrate ground and space
segments to minimize the maximum latency, while
at the same time, keeping the routing stable.

Low latency using directed percolation [116] at‑
tempts to realize the URLLC 5G communication,
which stands for ultra‑reliable, low‑latency commu‑
nications. It does so by leveraging path diversity, and
forwarding each packet twice to neighbors closer to
the destination (one at the sameorbit, one at a differ‑
ent orbit); the properties of the topology ensure that
the packets will be forwarded over a narrow path
where the intermediate routers can perform dedu‑
plication if they receive the same packet twice (once
from a neighbor in their orbit, one from another or‑
bit, for instance). The OPRAH protocol [46] which
de ines a similar narrow path between source and

destination seems relevant here.

[117] takes not only delay, but also delay variations
into account. It is based on the Graphical Evaluation
and Review Technique (GERT). It obtains the mini‑
mal path set based on a delay queueing variant of
GERT (DQ‑GERT) then the delay index is computed
that includes the delay and the delay variation on
the path. The authors claim this is the optimal delay
path.

What next? Low latency is one important driver for
satellite networks. There is a huge premium in de‑
livering some traf ic faster. It seems that it is an in‑
trinsic property of a well‑de ined satellite network
to be faster than a iber or an oceanic cable. It also
seems common sense that satellites will not carry
huge buffers to introduce some congestion delays.
The space for optimization, in addition to some ba‑
sic QoS mechanisms, seems limited.

4.9 Multilayer satellite networking
[10] surveys someof theproposals for routing across
different satellite layers, between LEO, MEO and po‑
tentially GEO networks.

One of the earliest proposal was MLSR [44], which
stands appropriately for multilayered satellite rout‑
ing. MLSR considers LEO, MEO and GEO links and
collects delays to create ef icient routing tables.

At about the same time, [30] proposed another mul‑
tilayer approach, where LEO satellites were grouped
together by the footprint of which MEO satellites
they belong to. This creates a hierarchical parti‑
tion where the MEO satellites are able to act as con‑
trollers to make routing decisions for the LEO satel‑
lites underneath, in what the paper calls the Satellite
Grouping and Routing Protocol (SGRP).

[110] expands the previous approach into a Surviv‑
able Routing Protocol (SRP) to include survivability
and fast re‑routing in case of satellite failure, at ei‑
ther the LEO and MEO layers.

What Next? This area of investigation is impor‑
tant to integrate multiple layers, but seems to have
sloweddown. Current LEO satellite deployments are
stand‑alone, and not integratedwithMEOor GEO (to
the best of our knowledge).
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4.10 Miscellaneous
Applications: [118] uses the LEO constellation to
build a low‑latency delivery network for Earth Ob‑
servation (EO) application. This allows us to down‑
load data from a distribution network in space with‑
out the low‑bandwidth constraints of being geosta‑
tionary.

[119] surveys the application of satellite networking
to future autonomous transportation. Satellite net‑
works offer a reachability that is well suited to trans‑
portation, but the gap between the mobility of the
autonomous vehicle and the satellite has to be ac‑
counted for.

Energy ef iciency: Energy ef iciency seems to be
a natural consequence of satellite networks that is
achieved for free: since satellites cannot be plugged
or replenishedwith consumed fuel, they have to har‑
vest the energy to function,mostly from solar panels.
(Note: this does not account for the large amount of
embedded energy spent into launching the network
into space).

However, [120] observes that energy ef iciency is
still a goal in these networks: since the number of
charges of a battery is upper‑bounded, the life span
of a satellite is expanded by minimizing the num‑
ber of charges/discharges. They therefore de ine an
energy‑ef icient satellite routing problem, that is NP‑
hard to solve, andpropose threeheuristics to indap‑
proximation solutions: one baseline, one enhanced
with a sleep cycle to turn off unused links, and one
that takes into account QoS and link utilization. The
last algorithm improves lifetime of a satellite battery
by 40%with little loss in performance.

Multipath: The use of network coding and path
diversity is known to improve the network capac‑
ity, especially in unreliable environments. This is
adapted to the satellite network concept in [121].

Mobile edge computing: Mobile Edge Compute
(MEC) has been deployed to provide computing and
caching at the edge of cellular networks [122]. It
therefore makes sense to extend this edge to the
satellite networks, and [123] surveys the relevant
frameworks, concepts and challenges. As an exam‑
ple, [124] deploys Mobile Edge Computing (MEC)
servers in LEO satellites and jointly optimizes the
computation of loading, the radio resource alloca‑
tion and the caching placement in LEO satellites.

ICN: While satellites are typically assumed to have
limited capability, some researchers have assumed
that they will be able to cache content and sup‑
port Information‑Centric Networking (ICN) mecha‑
nisms. For instance, [125] extends network cod‑
ing in ICN [126, 127] to satellite networks, and uses
fountain codes and caching to reduce transmissions
in anunreliable network. [128] categorizes satellites
as core vs edge for content caching and retrieval pur‑
pose.

[129] proposes using caching in satellite networks,
and to rank content and caches according to a
spreading in luence metric. For satellite, this means
that satellites with high degree of connectivity are
more likely to cache content, due to higher connec‑
tivity, and the higher connectivity of their neighbors
(related in the paper to information entropy). In
ICN networks, [130] argues that caching should be
at nodes with lower centrality (namely, lower node
degree) so it is interesting to argue that the opposite
is true in satellite ICN.

Similarly, [131] uses centrality as a metric to select
proper caching nodes, and as well seems to contra‑
dict the work on centrality in ICN from [132, 133,
130].

[134] compares IP‑based routing with ICN mecha‑
nisms, namely IP‑based OSPF and Named‑data Link
State Routing protocol (NLSR). It reaches the con‑
clusion that OSPF outperforms NLSR with less mes‑
saging overhead and faster convergence. This pa‑
per also studies the stability of the topology and the
length of the snapshot.

[135] adapts Named Data Networking for satellite
networkingbydevising a fragmentation/reassembly
mechanism: Direct Forwarding and Reuse of Frag‑
ments (DFRF). Fragments themselves can be cached,
thereby reducing transmission delay.

4.11 Simulation platforms and modeling
SaVi [136] is a reference satellite constellation visu‑
alization platform that is open sourced. It has been
available since 2006 and is continuously updated.
The latest version, as of this writing, is 1.5.1a from
January 2022.

[137] a mega‑constellation performance simulation
platform that enables constellation manufacturers
and content providers to estimate and understand
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the achievable performance under a variety of con‑
stellation options. In particular, this platform cap‑
tures the impact of the high mobility of the satel‑
lites and estimates the network performance that is
achievable from one area to another.

Hypathia [138] combines a Python library with an
ns‑3 satellite simulator to generate LEO routing re‑
sults. There are several NS‑3models for satellite net‑
working evaluation, including [139] (uponwhich hy‑
pathia is built) or [140].

In addition to simulation, modeling is another tool
to evaluate LEO satellite networks. An early paper,
[141] presents a simple model for routing in LEO
constellations. It assumes that the network is an
𝑁 × 𝑁 mesh where each satellite is connected to
four neighbors. This is a simplemodel, but allows for
evaluation of different policies to resolve contention
for transmission. Namely the paper looks at trans‑
mitting a packet at random; transmitting the packet
irst that has traveled the longest path; or transmit‑
ting packets on the shortest path.

[142] irst establish that the problem of inter‑
satellite topology design for a large LEO satellite con‑
stellation cannot be solved using integer program‑
ming, random graphs or ant‑colony optimization.
Their approach is to observe that the topology of
such networks offers a limited set of con igurations
for the local views of a single satellite, and this set of
con igurations is the same for all satellites. They call
this potential local view at a given time a motif. The
set of motifs can be further pared down when the
satellites are near their apex vs when they are near
the equator. This facilitate setting up the topology,
and [142] shows signi icant improvement compared
to a neighbor‑grid connectivity, over both Starlink
and Kuiper topologies.

[143] proposes a LowEarthOrbit (LEO) satellite net‑
work capacity model and study the in luences of the
topology on the satellite network capacity. In partic‑
ular, they show that using satellite going in opposite
directions increases the number of potential links,
and thereby the utilization of each link.

[144] is the irst study of satellite routing based on
stochastic geometry. It considers a satellite posi‑
tion that is driven by a binomial point process, and
derives some optimality results for routing on such
node distribution. Note that most satellite constel‑
lations currently have a more structured organiza‑

tion. They also used stochastic geometry in other re‑
sults [145, 146].

[147] computes the minimal number of satellites in
a LEO constellation that is required to provide cov‑
erage and enough backhaul capacity for User Termi‑
nals (UTs). Speci ically, it takes the UT demands as
input to generate the minimal number of satellites
required to satisfy this demand.

[148]models the routing problem as an Unsplittable
Multi‑Commodity Flow (UMCF) problem, with less
congestion than the shortest‑path algorithm that is
commonly used in satellite networks.

[149] focuses on selecting the irst and last satel‑
lites on the path (and do notmodify the routing once
within the constellation). Due to properties of the
satellite constellation topology (namely that a satel‑
lite will not be connected to all nearby satellites, but
only some prede ined neighbors in the next orbits),
selecting the right starting and inal points allows to
select shorter, or more ef icient paths, than connect‑
ing to the nearest satellite from the ground station.

5. SATELLITE NETWORKING: STANDARD‑
IZATION EFFORTS

5.1 3GPP
3GPP is a major Standard Development Organiza‑
tion (SDO) that contributes to satellite networking
from several angles, including physical signaling, ra‑
dio spectrum, radio network, use case, deployment,
and system architecture.

Initially, a satellite network was treated as an ex‑
tension to the terrestrial network and was consid‑
ered only to provide service to areas where the reg‑
ular terrestrial network would not be available. The
satellite network should also provide services that
are more ef icient than a terrestrial network, such
as broadcasting services, delay‑tolerant services, etc.
After 5G however, the importance of satellites has
grown in the 3GPP community. 5G has proposed us‑
ing Non‑Terrestrial Networks (NTNs) to represent
all networks that involve non‑terrestrial lying ob‑
jects, such as satellite networks, High Altitude Plat‑
form Systems (HAPS), and air‑to‑ground networks.
Of all those networks, satellite networks are the ma‑
jor case, and others are special cases of satellite net‑
works.
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There are two scenarios being discussed in 3GPP to
integrate a satellite networkwith 5G, as illustrated in
Fig. 5: LEO satellite network as 5G access network,
and LEO satellite network as 5G backhaul.

Since Rel‑15, 3GPP has proposed different study
items or working items in different Technical Spec‑
i ication Group (TSG): Radio Access Network (RAN),
Service and System Aspects (SA), Core Network and
Terminals (CT). The following Technical Reports
(TRs) were published:

1. TR 38.811 [150]: “Study on NR to support non‑
terrestrial networks”, Rel‑15

2. TR 38.821 [7]: “Study on solutions for NR to
support non‑terrestrial network”, Rel‑16

3. TR 36.763 [151]: “Study on NB‑IoT/eMTC sup‑
port for NTN”, Rel‑17

4. TR 22.822 [152]: “Study on using satellite ac‑
cess in 5G”, Rel‑16

5. TR23.737 [153]: “Studyonarchitecture aspects
for using satellite access in 5G”, Rel‑17

6. TR 28.808 [154]: “Management and orches‑
tration aspects with integrated satellite compo‑
nents in a 5G network”, Rel‑17

7. TR 22.926 [155]: “Guidelines for extra‑
territorial 5G systems”, Rel‑18

8. TR 24.821 [156]: “CT aspects of 5G architecture
for satellite networks”, Rel‑17

3GPP expects the satellite network to directly con‑
nect to mobile devices and terrestrial networks with
acceptable bandwidth. Obviously this is a visionary
feature and needs a lot of research and engineering
work.

The current regular mobile device (cell phone) can‑
not provide enough power to directly connect to
satellites at an altitude of a couple of hundred kilo‑
meters with a satisfactory speed to access the Inter‑
net. The traditional satellite phone can only provide
the data rate about 10k bps, that is far below the ex‑
pectation to obtain the Internet service. As a com‑
parison, the data rate for StarLink service (with the
use of a terminal ground‑station that has about an

antenna area of 50x30 𝑐𝑚2 and consumes about 50‑
75 watts on average) can provide a couple of hun‑
dredMegabps for the downlink and tens ofMegabps
for the uplink.

Therefore, some research will focus on the physi‑
cal layer: how to design a radio receiver on mo‑
bile devices and a satellite that is super sensitive to
the weak signal, and design a transmitter that can
transmit stronger signals under limited power sup‑
ply. This may need revolutionary innovation in com‑
ponents, antenna, and semiconductor, etc. This is or‑
thogonal to the scope of this paper, which focuses on
the network layer. We only brie ly mention radio is‑
sues next.

Since Rel‑15, 3GPP has started the study for the NTN
with NewRadio (NR) technologies developed for 5G.
In TR 38.811, different aspects of NR for the use of
satellite were studied. This includes:

1. Channel modeling for satellites when consid‑
ering different user environments and atmo‑
spheric conditions.

2. Satellite‑speci ic constraints associated with
satellite networks: propagation channel; fre‑
quency plan and channel bandwidth; link bud‑
get; cell pattern generation; propagation delay
characteristics and impacts; mobility of trans‑
mission equipment and terminals; service con‑
tinuity crossing 5G and NTN; radio resource
management;

Meanwhile, 3GPP also proposed architectures for
the integration of NTN with terrestrial networks
under the assumption that the mobile device can
connect with satellites directly. TR 38.821 for Re‑
lease 16 described a satellite‑based NG‑RAN archi‑
tectures. In this proposal, the 5G architecture is
used directly and satellites are treated as a complete
or partial replacement for base station (e.g. gNB).
There are three types of satellite in the report:

1. Satellite with transparent payload;

2. Satellite with regenerative payload (gNB on
board, with and without ISL ‑ see below);

3. Satellite with regenerative payload (gNB‑DU on
board, gNB‑CU on ground ‑ see below).
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Fig. 5 – Satellite network integrated with 5G

The irst type of satellite (see Fig. 6) represents the
current work model for LEO satellite constellations
such as StarLink: the satellite only does the signal re‑
laying between ground stations. The only difference
is that StarLink only uses its own ground station for
terminal and gateway, and uses its own proprietary
technology instead of 5G NR for radio. For this type
of architecture, there is no packet processing in the
satellite except the signal processing, such as radio
frequency iltering, frequency conversion and ampli‑
ication. So, the base station functions are provided
by devices on the ground behind the ground station.
The corresponding control plane and data plane are
shown in Fig. 7.

For the second type of satellite, in addition to the
signaling processing function provided by trans‑
parent payload, the satellites also provide demod‑
ulation/decoding, switching and/or routing, cod‑
ing/modulation. This is effectively equivalent to hav‑
ing all or part of the base station functions (e.g. gNB)
on board the satellite (or UAS platform) as show in
Fig. 8. This is a general architecture for a satellite
constellation integrated with 5G and Internet. Each
satellite is functioning as a lying base station and

the satellite constellation functions as back haul net‑
work, or core network. The satellite constellation
connected by ISL will form an IP network and will
be a carrier for the NG or Xn interfaces [157]. For
this architecture, the AMF, UPF functions [157] are
provided by devices on ground (see Fig. 9).

The third type of satellite is similar to second type
and is shown in Fig. 10, but each satellite will only
provide part of the functions of base station. For
this architecture, the control unit (gNB‑CU) and data
unit (gNB‑DU) of the base station (gNB) are sepa‑
rated. The control unit of the gNB is provided by de‑
vices on ground; the satellite only does the data unit
work. The user plane of gNB is also separated be‑
tween satellite and device on ground (see Fig. 11).

Since the satellite network moves so fast (with the
speedmore than7km/s [158]), it impacts howNR is
used. TR 38.821 also has done the detailed analysis
and potential solutions. The analysis includes:

1. Radio layer 1 issues: It analyzed satellite pa‑
rameters andUE characteristics for system level
simulator calibration; beam layout parameters
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Fig. 6 – Satellite with transparent payload [7]

Fig. 7 – Control plane and user plane for satellite with transparent payload [7]
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Fig. 8 – Satellite with regenerative payload (gNB on board, with and without ISL) [7]

Fig. 9 – Control plane and user plane for satellite with regenerative payload (gNB on board, with and without ISL) [7]
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Fig. 10 – Satellite with regenerative payload (gNB‑DU on board, gNB‑CU on ground) [7]
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Fig. 11 – Control plane and user plane for satellite with regenerative payload (gNB‑DU on board, gNB‑CU on ground) [7]
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for single satellite simulation, multiple satellite
simulation. It also discussed the link level sim‑
ulation, and link budget analysis. For physi‑
cal control procedures, analysis for timing rela‑
tionship, power control, beammanagement are
done. Also the DL synchronization and random
access are discussed for uplink timing proce‑
dures.

2. Radio protocol issues: The report has ana‑
lyzed the user plane enhancement for radio
protocols like Media Access Control (MAC), Ra‑
dio Link Control (RLC), Packet Data Conver‑
gence Protocol (PDCP), and Service Data Adap‑
tation Protocol (SDAP). It also analyzed the en‑
hancement for the control plane in the areas:
idle model mobility, connected model mobil‑
ity, paging, radio link monitoring, Public Land
Mobile Network (PLMN) identities deployment
and ephemeral data for NTN.

3. Architecture level and interface protocols is‑
sues: Tracking area management; registration
update and paging handling, connected model
mobility.

For 3GPP’s ”Regenerative Payload” mode (used in
the scenario where satellite networks provide 5G
RAN services), the satellites must provide the func‑
tions of eNodeB (4G) [159] or gNB (5G) [160]; the
devices on the ground provide the Packet Gateway
(PGW, in 4G terminology) and User Plane Functions
(UPF, for 5G). IP connectivity within the satellite net‑
work is mandatory for the under‑layer infrastruc‑
ture. Both control plane and data plane are over the
IP layer.

3GPP is still working on the scenario that satellite
networks are integrated with 5G. Two new projects
”Study on 5G System with Satellite Backhaul” and
”Study on satellite access, Phase 2” are under re‑
search (TR.23.700 [161]). Both speci icationswill be
available in the next 3GPP releaseRel 18. The project
”Study on 5G System with Satellite Backhaul” focus
on the scenario that uses the satellite network as a
backhaul network for 5G. The case is illustrated in
the Fig. 5 lower picture. The phone talks to a tradi‑
tional 5Gbase station (gNB). The gNB is connected to
a satellite network by a ground station. The satellite
network is then connected to another ground station
that is connected to the Internet. This scenario does
not need a phone to communicate with the satellite

directly, thus is more realistic with the current tech‑
nology and can be deployed quickly.

5.2 IETF
Asmentioned in Section 4.2, the protocols of the cur‑
rent Internet are not appropriate for satellite net‑
works. IP, TCP, BGP, OSPF and others have to be ex‑
tended or modi ied to support running over satel‑
lite constellation networks. As a result, satellite net‑
works have been considered in IETF for a long time
as well.

Originally, the popular satellite networks like GEO
only work as a radio or L2 links (bent pipe) between
ground stations or satellite links are just like a physi‑
cal link between two network nodes. Even the satel‑
lite links have special characteristics (longer delay
and higher packet loss ratio), but it does not directly
impact the higher layer networking protocol such as
routing and switching. Instead, only the higher layer
transport protocol, i.e., TCP, needs to consider the
impact of satellite link quality to TCP’s behaviors.

The working group TCPSat [162] was created in
1997 to study the behavior of the TCP protocol over
satellite links. It generated two documents, before
closing in 2000: [163] (Enhancing TCP Over Satel‑
lite Channels using StandardMechanisms) and [164]
(Ongoing TCP Research Related to Satellites) which
were published as Best Current Practice RFC in 1999
and Informational RFC in 2000, respectively.

Recently, the LEO satellite, 3GPP’s NTN project has
attracted the attention of IETF. The new scenar‑
ios in NTN integration have raised the special re‑
quirements in routing areas andhave triggered some
studies in IETF.

LISP [165] is an IETF protocol and architecture that
is currently considered to be used over satellite net‑
work systems. The LISP overlay runs on the ground
network, and uses the satellite network system as
the underlay.

Time‑variant routing was presented in IETF115 in
2022 as a BOF meeting which purpose is to estab‑
lish a new Working Group (WG). The new Time‑
Variant Routing (TVR) WG has been established to
de ine information and data models that address
time‑based, scheduled changes to a network. Time‑
based changes may include changes to links, ad‑
jacency, cost, and, in some cases, traf ic volumes.
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Satellite network routing is de initely oneof themain
applications for a routing that evolves with time.
Other applications would be to make the network
greener based upon time‑varying patterns in energy
sources and energy costs.

Further, as more and more satellites get into space,
it is expected that they will need to interoperate at
some point. Therefore, de ining a set of protocols for
an Internet of satellites will be required in the near
future.

Recent work [158, 166, 167] motivates the need to
specify some new routing protocols for large scale
LEO satellite networks by de ining some require‑
ments [158] and specifying some proposals for in‑
structive routing and semantic addressing for satel‑
lites. The routing solution [166] is actually using the
source routing concept. By using the semantic ad‑
dress of a LEO satellite [167], the packet forward‑
ing in the satellite could be just a simple instruc‑
tion like ”forwarding the packet on speci ied direc‑
tion until reaching a speci ied satellite”. Compared
with the traditional hop‑by‑hop IP packet forward‑
ing (based on Longest Pre ix Match lookup for the
routing table), the new solution can be more adap‑
tive to the very dynamic network topology while the
packet overhead is less than the IPv6 Segment Rout‑
ing (SRv6) [77] that is also a source routing solu‑
tion. The new routing protocol is orthgonal to the
path determination method. It could use modi ied
OSPF as a path determination protocol, as in [168]
or any other methods.

In the IRTF, the potential for applying network cod‑
ing to satellites was studied, including a taxonomy
and a list of research challenges [169].

The current satellite networks like StarLink are
currently proprietary and are operated indepen‑
dently of the global Internet. However, limited do‑
mains [170] have been discussed to allow for the dis‑
covery of boundary nodes and to specify the interop‑
eration of limited domains with the wider Internet.

The InterPlanetary Networking Special Interest
Group (IPNSIG, https://ipnsig.org/) is a chapter of
the Internet Society thatworksonnetworks in space.
Out of their work came some protocols, and in par‑
ticular, some Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN) pro‑
posals. This led to the formation in IETF of a Stan‑
dards Working Group. Formal adoption of DTN as a
set of terrestrial Internet standards is in progress, in‑

cluding a few already published RFCs [171, 172, 173,
174].These are not LEO satellite‑related, but demon‑
strate that the IETF can standardize protocols de‑
signed for space.

6. CHALLENGES AND FUTURE RESEARCH
DIRECTIONS

Satellite networks have obvious bene its in terms of
coverage and global latency. However, there are also
some downsides and challenges to solve.

Challenge ‑ reliability: For instance, a satellite or‑
bit may provide useful coverage for only part of the
time; the rest of the time is covering the poles or
some empty areas such as oceans. For these ar‑
eas, the satellite constellationmay be too redundant,
while for dense areas, it may be saturated. The is‑
sue of debris (for instance, as monitored by Leo‑
Labs [175]) in space has becomean issue, aswell as a
business opportunity. LEO satellites are lightweight
and move extremely fast, which makes any collision
or impact challenging. For instance, 2793 of the
3055 satellites launched by Starlink were still in or‑
bit as of early 2023, for a 10% attrition rate. One
challenge is to provide reliable networking in an en‑
vironment that becomes more and more crowded
and dif icult.

Challenge ‑ vertical integration: Another future
challenge is to further integrate multiple layers: we
discussed the interaction of LEO,MEOandGEO satel‑
lites already, but there are layers below as well.
Some projects [176] have attempted to provide In‑
ternet at the speed of light, namely what LEO satel‑
lite networks attempt to provide, but doing so on the
ground with microwave towers. This obviously can‑
not scale globally and combining some fast ground
network over landmasswith a satellite network over
the oceans may be a viable solution.

[177] uses a network of UAVs to connect without go‑
ing through a satellite network and staying within
the atmosphere. They design a Direct Air‑to‑Ground
Communications (DA2GC) system, and test it with a
single UAV. This has the bene it of lower latency and
higher throughput. The radio technology in such en‑
vironments can be similar to 5G.

[178] and [15] both survey the research that at‑
tempts to integrate the satellite network with not
only the ground network but with an aerial network
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as well; integration with aerial networks may bring
signi icant bene its, as they are somewhat comple‑
mentary. There are few, if any, commercial deploy‑
ments but it seems that a sparse global satellite net‑
work augmentedwith an aerial network over denser
areas brings out the best of both worlds.

The Alphabet project Loon [179] also used UAV
(here, balloons). SDN was the technological solu‑
tion to manage the network infrastructure, and in
particular the temporal evolution of the topology. It
was shown to have applicability to space networks
in [180], even though the original project targeted
low‑connectivity areas in Africa. It was eventually
spun out as a start‑up, Aalyria (www.aalyria.com/)
which offers SDN tools to manage LEO satellite net‑
works as well.

Integrating all these layers probably would require a
dynamic framework to manage the network across
all these layers, building upon SDN and machine
learning.

Challenge ‑ applicationsupport: At the application
layer, there are challenges to support new applica‑
tions over LEO satellite networks.

For instance, [119] takes advantageof theubiquitous
coverage of SatNets to apply them to autonomous ve‑
hicles (as discussed above). Yet, such an application
requires stringent delay and reliability that is dif i‑
cult to achieve through satellite networks. Providing
reliable low latency communications over LEO net‑
works is still an open challenge.

An empirical study of the Starlink network [181] for
instance inds a loss rate of 0.4% in lightly loaded
scenarios, and of 1.5 2% in congested scenarios, as
well as a delay that increases signi icantly from50ms
median RTT (light load) to roughly 100ms RTT (con‑
gested network). This study is from a single vantage
point and for a relatively short distance (from Bel‑
gium to Germany, for instance) but shows that high
loss rate happens in current LEO deployments.

Challenge ‑ interoperability: We presented the
current status of standardization efforts for satel‑
lite networking. There has been some work on giv‑
ing virtual network operators hooks into the satellite
networkbyusing virtualization [182],which is a step
into opening satellite networks.

However, most satellites are currently incompati‑
ble between networks operated by different compa‑

nies. Each company manages their networks inde‑
pendently and there is little incentive for a large con‑
stellation operator to share that infrastructure with
a smaller competitor.

Further, current satellites have a limited number of
ISLs. This is due to the fact that ISLs are complex;
the distance between two satellites may reach 2000
miles. Such links can be pointed at other satellites
traveling in the same or neighboring orbital planes,
since the relative motion is limited (similar speed,
similar travel direction). This reduces the need to in‑
teroperate, as one single operator may use up these
few links to set up their own topology without hav‑
ing the need, nor the resource, to connect to other
operators.

However, thismay be unsustainable. Increasing light
pollution, produced by low earth orbit satellites, is
becoming an issue for astronomers. Space debris is
another issue where coordination is necessary.

As the number of links on a satellite grows, this por‑
tends towards greater interoperability and the need
towards global standards tomaximize the utilization
of the constellations up in space.

7. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a brief overview of the current
state of Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite networking.
After a contextual background section, we looked at
the latest research in this domain, with focus on load
balancing, SDN, machine learning, reliability, model‑
ing, and others.

We then focused on the state of the standardization,
as more and more LEO networks get deployed and
will need to interoperate: with ground stations; in
between satellites in different networks; between
terminals and networks; between other networks
at different altitudes, such as MEO, GEO, or on the
ground or in the stratosphere (i.e. below 50km of al‑
titude).

We inally discussed some of the challenges that fu‑
ture research should tackle, with an emphasis on
network reliability, cross‑layer integration, applica‑
tion support and interoperability.
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